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Q1. Name the following : 

1 Name the  fastest dog ……………….. 

2. Name the fastest swimming mammal……………… 

3. Name the largest underwater carnivore……………….. 

4. Name the building to protect the land from the Mongolian and other attackers……………… 

5. Name the tower is leaning about 4.4 meters from the perpendicular as it was built unstable   

     soil…………………….. 

6.  Name the wonder which is one of the oldest cathedrals of the world and a remarkable piece of  

     Byzentine architecture……………….. 

7.  Name the city which was the capital of the Mahajanapada of Kashi…………………….. 

8. Name the city in which the Palas, Gurjara-Pratiharas and Rashtraautas fought the Tripartite  

    struggle to gain foothold here……………………………. 

9. Name the city which is famous for its exquisite temple architecture………………… 

10. Name the award which is given to an individual for outstanding contribution the field of  

       astronautics in India………….. 

11. Name the award which is given to eminent agricultural scientists ……………………… 

12. Name the award which acknowledges outstanding contribution to literature  in any of the   

       Indian languages recognized by the Indian constitution………………..  

13. Name the woman who was a chair person of IBM India…………………. 

14. Name the woman who was the first woman Managing director CEO of the National Stock   

     Exchange…………………………. 

15. Name the library which has been awarded for  best state central library in India…………… 

16. Name the oldest library of Asia. It has preserved rare palm-leaf and paper manuscripts  

      written in different languages such as Sanskrit, Telugu and Marathi…………………… 

17. Name the literary festival which takes place in India in the city of Jaipur……………….. 
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18. Name the Woman Tech pioneer who was Mathematician and a rear admiral in the US  

      Navy………… 

19.  Name the Woman Tech Pioneer who the first woman to earn a degree in electrical  

       engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology…………………   

20. Name the Woman Tech Pioneer who was Catholic nun and was the first American woman to  

      earn a doctorate in computer science………………….. 

 

Q2. Identify the pictures. 

            (a )                        (b)    

 

          (c )               ( d )              

           (e)                       ( f )     
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          (g)                              ( h )      

 

Answers : (a)  _________________________    (b) _________________________ 

                   ( c) _________________________    (d) _________________________ 

                    (e)  ________________________     (f) _________________________ 

                    ( g) ________________________    ( h) ________________________  

 

Q3. Match the following :  

                                  A                                     B 

1.The child is father of the Man  a) Selma Lagerlof 

2. Moby Dick b) A mangoose 

3.Rikki – Tikki- Tavi c) Harivansh Rai Bachchan 

4. Author of Madhushala  d) A White Whale 

5.Nobel Prize in Literature e) William Words  Worth 

6.The brightest looking Star f) Jupiter 

7.The planet with 67 moons g) Mercury 

8.The nearest star after the sun h) Ganymede 

9.The fastest – orbiting planet i) Proxima Centauri                                                                                

10.The largest moon in our solar system j) Sirius  

 

Q: 4 Fill in the blanks : 

1) ______________ is used in making weights as it is reasonalily dense and does not corrode. 

2) The study of compounds which contain carbon molecules is called ____________. 

3) ________________ is created by the upward  push or upthrust of water. 

4) Energy is measured in ______________. 

5) ________________ is radiation whose wavelength are shorter than visible light. 

6) _______________ award is given to individuals and institutions for adhering to Gandhian principles 

in upholding human rights in difficult situations and for exemplary work towards world peace . 

7) ______________ is the highest award conferred by the Indian Government acknowledging the 

noteworthy contribution of film personalities to cinema. 

8) ________________ harvest festival is celebrated in America. 

9) ________________ harvest festival is celebrated in Japan. 

10) ________________ is the largest national park of Britain and receives about 100 million visitors a 

year. 
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Q: 4 Identify the great personalities : 

(a)                                      ( b)  

                           

           ( c)                                          (d )         

 

( a )  _______________________ 

( b)  _______________________ 

( c) _______________________ 

(d) ________________________ 

                                       

  

 

 

 


